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To:

Redacted
Cc: Redacted

Redacted

Redacted

Bcc:
Subject: RE: March 2012 PDSR Template 

Jason, Robert, and Junaid -

Per our discussion on Friday, January 27th, we've updated the PDSR template to 
include drop down options for the Negotiations Status column. Instead of just 
providing a simple yes or no regarding if the project had been presented to the PRG 
yet as we discussed on Friday, we tried to create drop down options that give a little 
more information regarding both PRG status and the negotiation status. Please 
review and let us know if this works for what you want and if you think this will work for 
all lOUs.

«...»
In addition, as PG&E is already working on the PDSR, please let me know exactly any 
changes made to the Project Information tab or the Data Definitions tab so we can 
alter manually. We'd really appreciate it.

Please feel free to give me a call to discuss with any questions.

Thank you
Redacted
Pacific Gas & Electric Company 
Energy Proceedings
Redacted

From: Redacted
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Simon, Jason; Blackney, Robert; 'Rahman, Junaid'______
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Subject: March 2012 PDSR Template
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Jason, Robert, and Junaid -

Attached please find the final template for the March 2012 PDSR, including the minor 
modifications we discussed at our meeting last Thursday.

« File: EnergyDivisionTemplate_March_2012.xls »
As for negotiations status column, per my voicemail yesterday, we'd like to clarify and 
discuss what exactly the CPUC needs so we can best populate a column or give the 
most accurate information if a column isn't necessary. We've left it in the template for 
now as a placeholder in anticipation of a more clear definition. Please give me a call 
to discuss when you get a chance.

Thank you
Redacted

Regulatory Analyst
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
77 Beale Street, MC B9A | San Francisco, CA 94105
Redacted
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